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Top row: “How is your life going to change after you 
get the New England Patriots helmet tattooed over your 
entire head?” is a question writer Cory Jones thought 
he would never ask. Then he posed the question to 
New Hampshire resident Vic Thompson for this month’s 
look at sports tattoo obsessions (“Balls Out,” page 62). 
Jones is the managing editor of HolyTaco.com and has 
written for , , , and others. As 
you can see from this photo, he also likes the Chicago 
Bears, mustaches, and alcohol.

Photographer Alexander Thompson has tattoos from 
some of the best artists in New York City. “I have some 
old-school flash that was done by Mike Perfetto, at FlyRite 
in Brooklyn, and some stuff from favorites like Michelle 
Myles and Brad Fink at Daredevil Tattoo,” he explains. For 
this month’s issue of INKED, Thompson photographed 
metal maniacs Bleeding Through (“Inked People,” page 
42) and shop girl Gabrielle (“Shop Girl,” page 102). 
Thompson’s work appears in , , , 

, , , and others. 

“I have no tattoos because I’m terribly indecisive,” says 
writer Eric Alt. “I can’t even pick a fucking Facebook 
photo.” For this month’s issue, Alt talked to Tracy Morgan  
(“Q&A,” page 74) about tattoos, Tina Fey, and comedy. 
“He occasionally looked up to flirt with some of the wom-

en at the shoot. While we were on the subject of mastur-
bation, he saw a stylist and yelled out, ‘I’m taking her into 
the bathroom with me later!’ It was hilarious.” Alt writes 
“random stuff” for , , , , 

, , , and others.

New York-based photographer Mark Mann originally 
hails from Glasgow but began his career in London be-
fore relocating to the Big Apple. He has shot celebrities 
and musicians for , , , , 

, and record labels such as Atlantic, 
Virgin, Sony, Capitol, and Elektra. For this month’s issue, 
Mann shot comedian Tracy Morgan (“Q&A,” page 74).

Bottom row: When photographer Bo Bridges asks the 
guys in the Metal Mulisha (“Blood on the Tracks,” page 86) 
to do flips over a house on their motocross bikes, they say, 
“How high?” Actually, Bridges has a long history with the 
Mulisha crew, having shot them several times in the past. 
“I could write a small book about it,” Bridges says of his re-
lationship with the wild freestyle-motocross crew. Bridges’ 
work has appeared in , , 

, , , and others.

The only tattoo on writer Chris Nieratko is of a faded 
Tasmanian Devil with the words “Back Off” underneath 
it. Just kidding. It’s tribal armband #704. Actually, it’s a 

koi fish on a pirate ship, eating a swallow inside a sacred 
heart being held by a dragon. Nieratko recently published 

a chronicle of his shitty former life of drug and 
alcohol abuse that pretends to serve as porn reviews. For 
this month’s issue, Nieratko talked to old buddy Bam Mar-
gera (page 48) about tattoos, lawsuits, and Steve-O.

Back in his Navy days, photographer Roy Ritchie almost 
tattooed an anchor on his forearm, but a last-minute con-
cern stopped him. “I changed my mind because I don’t 
have big enough arms,” he explains. “I just didn’t quite 
have that Popeye look.” Ritchie photographed Detroit Red 
Wings bruiser Darren McCarty (“Inked All Stars,” page 
54). His photography appears in , , 

, , and others. 

For this month’s feature on Bam Margera (page 48) pho-
tographer Pier Nicola D’Amico set up the shoot at Mar-
gera’s home. “Bam’s crib was ridiculous,” D’Amico ex-
plains. “It’s a goth mansion in the middle of Pennsylvania 
horse country with a homemade skate park in the back.” 
D’Amico studied at the Cooper Union School of Art and 
now shoots athletes, musicians, and other personalities 
for , , , , , and 
others. We also owe D’Amico a debt of thanks for lend-
ing our creative director Todd Weinberger clothes after a 
drunken fence-climbing mishap. Good save!

contributors
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letter
There are a few things you should know about my devotion to 
the Chicago Bears. I can sing “Bear Down, Chicago Bears” on 
cue. During football season, I carry a press-on mustache and 
aviator glasses just in case I need to do my impression of Mike 
Ditka. Every year, I visit the Bears’ training camp (which is held 
in my hometown), and during the season I watch every game 
with my fellow Bears fans at the same East Village bar. I’ve even 
threatened to name my firstborn after Bears legend Bronko 
Nagurski. One thing I don’t have is a Bears tattoo—yet.

For our first sports issue, we took a skybox view of tattooing and 
sports, including the athletes, the fans, and just what it is about a 
guy scoring a touchdown that makes us want to tattoo his jersey 
number on our heads. We started by hitting the locker rooms 
and homes of inked athletes such as Shawne Merriman, Amare 
Stoudemire, and Tweety Nolan (page 54), then we tracked down 
some of our favorite superfans to find out what kind of man tattoos 
a Patriots helmet on his skull (page 62). 

Elsewhere, we took a trip to the Pennsylvania home of Bam 
Margera (for what turned out to be the most fun the INKED crew 
has had on a photo shoot) and asked former Big Brother writer 
and Bam pal Chris Nieratko to talk to the Jackass star about 
everything from tattoos to porn (page 48). And we looked at the 
history of the Metal Mulisha, the most insane pack of tattooed 
motocross maniacs in history (page 86).

We also want to see your sports tattoos. Just finished a Chicago 
Blackhawks backpiece? Is your sleeve devoted to the Seattle 
Seahawks? Visit inkedmag.com and upload your photos. Yes, even 
Green Bay Packers fans are welcome. (They made me say that.) 

Bear down, Chicago Bears!

Jason Buhrmester
Editor 

Group hug in Bam Margera’s backyard.
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READER OF THE MONTH
CAMERON RODGERS
Oklahoma City, OK

I got my first real tattoo at the grand opening of the shop Mystical 
Illusions, where my husband, Waylon Rodgers, worked. We had just 
started dating, and now I’m covered. We’ve been working on my 
left forearm this weekend, and it’s all biomechanical and organic 
shapes. It looks amazing. I loved the story that you did on Montel!  
I never knew he had so many tattoos, but I did know he was an inter-
esting guy. There’s so much cool stuff to look at in INKED!

submissions to inked
Send all letters of praise,  

notes of complaint, dragon 
drawings, and chili recipes to  

letters@inkedmag.com.  
All submissions should include 

the writer’s name and  
address. Letters may be edited 
for clarity, length, and content.

TEQUILA TIME
Thank you so much for your article on Tila Te-
quila [“180 Proof,” August]. She never looked 
sexier! I’m sure you’ll receive a few letters saying 
that she has no talent, but I don’t care. I think 
she’s fun, and A Shot at Love is hilarious. People 
shouldn’t take it so seriously!
Michael Greenberg
Normal, IL

As a longtime tattoo enthusiast, I recently sub-
scribed to INKED. The first issue I got in my mail-
box had Tila Tequila on the cover. You completely 
blew all your credibility with me there. She is the 
lowest class of person. She promotes unpro-
tected sex, behaves in a manner not fit for human 
viewing, panders to the lowest common denomi-
nator, and has no talent or class. I really cannot 
put in words how deplorable a human being she 
is. Additionally, she has a few crappy tattoos. Her 

shitty flash doesn’t deserve to be photographed, 
let alone put on TV. 
Ari Rolnick
New York City, NY

Ms. Tequila only has a career because main-
stream media have decided to force her down all 
our throats. People only think she is sexy because 
MTV told them so. 
Brendon Kinney
New York City, NY
Editor’s Note: We don’t know what’s wrong with 
you guys, but we happen to like trashy TV and be-
having “in a manner not fit for human viewing.” 

AUSSIE LOVE
INKED is a fantastic magazine. We’ve got nothing 
like it here in Australia, and I eagerly await the ar-
rival of each issue in the post. I love the fashion/
style spreads that you do with the gorgeous tatt-

ooed models and reading about tattoo studios 
that I can dream of visiting the next time I hit the 
U.S. Goddammit, I just love the whole maga-
zine, cover to cover!
Amanda Graham
Sydney, Australia 

GANG RELATED
I have been buying your magazine for the 
last year. I found it a refreshing change over 
the usual tattoo magazines. Unfortunately, as 
someone whose life has been adversely ef-
fected by the violence of MS-13 [“Gangland,” 
August], I will never buy another issue. I do not 
know if your staff is aware of the violence and 
destruction that they have brought to many 
communities since their inception. I understand 
how you would not want to always feature fluff, 
but I think there are more important stories out 
there than a bunch of thugs.
Carla Hernandez
Queens, NY

While I don’t sympathize with the members of 
MS-13 who are locked up, I did find the pho-
tos fascinating. It’s a part of tattooing that other 
magazines ignore. Thanks for looking at every 
side of tattooing—good, bad, and ugly.
Miko Simon
Portland, OR

Correction: 
On page 74 of our June/July issue, we mistaken-
ingly referred to Erik Desmond as Erik McLeod. 
On page 96, we forgot to identify Valerie Vargas 
from Frith Street Tattoo. Sorry, guys!
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MY FIRST INK
NAME: Ramona Sidlo

OCCUPATION: talent manager

HOMETOWN: New York City, NY

I got my first tattoo in St. Louis. It’s two 
footprints on my back that I used to have some 
cheesy saying about that I would tell people.  
I can’t remember the saying. I’m not even sure 
my parents knew about that one. It was the 
half-sleeve that I hid from them for a year that 
they freaked out about. The cherry blossoms on 
my calves are my favorite. I thought they were 
going to be smaller, but when Nate Strautkalns, 
from All Star Tattoo in St. Louis, drew them, 
they were a lot bigger than I expected. I didn’t 
want to say they were too big, so I said, “Sure, 
let’s do it.” When he finished, they were so ill.  
I was stoked! I’m terrible at getting tattooed.  
I am the biggest squirmer ever!

inked 
life
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CONNECTIONS 08
 
LONDON - OCTOBER 16TH & 17TH  - THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL HALL

A CUSTOM MADE TRADESHOW  
FOR THE CREATIVE INDUSTRY
BY INVITATION ONLY
WWW.LEBOOK.COM/CONNECTIONS

LE BOOK LONDON DESIGNED 
BY VIVIENNE WESTWOOD 
IS NOW AVAILABLE 
WWW.LEBOOK.COM
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INKED: What was your first tattoo?
STOUDEMIRE: My first tattoo 
[says] “STAT.” It’s part of my last 
name. A lot of people say “Stat-
emire.” It’s kind of an abbreviation of 
Stoudemire. I was actually 16. 

Where do your ideas come from? 
A couple of them I got from a few 
dreams. I had a dream about [a tattoo 
that says] “knowing is knowledge and 
knowledge is power.” I can’t remem-
ber the exact dream, but in that dream 
some wise man said that quote. I 
woke up and was like, “Man, that was 
a pretty strong little statement.” I never 
heard it that way. So I kind of broke it 
down to see if it was true. If you know 
something, you have knowledge. And 
if you have the knowledge of some-
thing, then you have the power to 
know what you’re talking about. 

So which one is your favorite? 
I have a tattoo of a lamppost, like 
on a street corner. You know how 
[some lampposts] say Broadway and 
Third Ave. on the corner? I have a 
light post with signs for all the cities 
I grew up in through my childhood. 
My childhood story is amazing. I’ve 
got all my childhood cities on my 
arm, looking as if they’re streets. I 
have New York, Orlando, Durham. 
All these cities I lived in as a kid. It’s 
seven signs. But I’ve got two more 
that I lived in as a kid, so I’m miss-
ing two.  

What do your other tattoos 
mean? All my tattoos mean some-
thing to me. They represent poverty. 
I’ve got a tattoo that says “Poverty/
Prophecy,” and both of those words 
are off the same P. What that means 
is when you are in poverty and 
you’re praying for something better, 
to make it to the NBA or to become 
a professional skateboarder, you’re 
pretty much prophesizing. 

You still skateboarding? I can 
skate a little bit still, but I grew up 
to be 6 foot 10 inch. A lot of my 
friends who I haven’t seen in a long 
time probably wouldn’t believe it, 
but I grew to be 6 foot 10 inch 
and my skateboard skills slowly 
evaporated. I can still ride a little 
bit, though.

AMARE
STOUDEMIRE

PHOENIX SUNS2008
inked
all-
stars
Sports and tattoos. Two obsessions that can tell the 

world who you are and where you’re from. For the fans 

with tattoos of their favorite teams [see “Balls Out,” 

page 62], their ink is way to let people know who they’re 

cheering. For the athletes who play, tattoos are a way to 

stand out in a sea of uniforms and regulations. It’s also 

a warning to opponents that says, “I’m coming for you!” 

Just ask anyone who seen the “Lights Out!” tattoo on 

the forearm of San Diego Charger’s linebacker Shawne 

Merriman coming towards them on the field. It might be 

the last thing they remember.  BY TAL PINCHEVSKY

Every athlete has a story. Most of them 
tell it on the field or on the court or on 
the ice. Others tell it on their skin. 

photo by KURT ISWARIENKO54  |  
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SHAWNE 
MERRIMAN 

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
INKED: We heard you were pretty young when 
you got your first tattoo. What’s the story?
MERRIMAN: I think I was 14 when I got my first 
tattoo. Me and a friend of mine did it with an Indian 
pen. We just jabbed at my arm until we made a 
mark. I knew my mother wasn’t going to let me get 
a tattoo, so we said the hell with it. I knew if I got 
one, then she would have no choice but to let me 
get some more. She then took me to get another 
one. But she was pretty pissed. She cursed me 
out. She was not happy.

Fourteen? That’s pretty young. It was really 
young, but I knew she wasn’t going to let me do it 
unless I did it myself. 

How exactly did that go down? Me and my 
friend, we just sat in my room for about two hours 
jabbing away at my arm. My next one, I got less 
than a year after. It was addictive once I got the 
first one.

Which tattoo is your favorite? My “Lights Out” 
tattoo is my favorite because that’s what I’m most 
known for. I had that one done back in Maryland 
when I was about 15 or 16, when people started 
calling me Lights Out. 

What’s the most recent work you had done? 
The last work I had was on my stomach. I had a 
skeleton wearing a helmet with a demon on it. 
This guy was really good with skulls and really 
good with fire.

So you found an artist who was better than 
that friend who stuck a pen in your arm? 
(Laughs) Yeah, I did. There was no Indian pen be-
ing jabbed in my arm 3,000 times.

You’re sitting out this season while recov-
ering from knee surgery. How do you pass 
the time? I play a lot of video games. That’s really 
it along with working out. I like war games. I like 
things that take a while to beat. 

What can we expect when you return next 
year? A lot of head cracking. That’s basically it.
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While painting your face and holding up a sign might have passed for fan 
obsession in years past, there’s a new level of fan in the stands today. Face 
paint comes off after the last whistle blows, but the ink on these fans is going 
to be there long after the season goes down the tubes. BY CORY JONES    

 Landon Heying
Los Angeles Dodgers Fan, Owner, True Blue Tattoo, Los Angeles, CA

Do you give discounts to people who want Dodger tattoos? We have 
something called Dodger Day once a month where we give away free Dodg-
ers tattoos. One size is free, and you can get bigger Dodgers tattoos at huge 
discounts. We did 41 of them the last Dodger day.

How many Dodgers tattoos do you have? I have eight. On each fore-
arm, I have portraits of Tommy Lasorda and Jackie Robinson. I have the 
“smile now cry later” theater logo because fans are still complaining about 
the Dodgers leaving Brooklyn. The smiling face is wearing an L.A. hat and 
the crying face is wearing a Brooklyn hat.

Are you the world’s biggest Dodger fan? There are a lot of big fans, but 
I don’t know anyone who’s gone to the lengths that I’ve gone. I follow them 
on the road, and I’ve got tons of memorabilia. Plus, I can’t even count up the 
money that I’ve given in discounts for tattoos.

What’s the craziest Dodger tattoo you’ve ever given? Well, I don’t re-
ally think any of them qualify as “crazy,” since I have a few myself. But I did a 
Dodger logo that stretched across the entire back from shoulder to shoulder. 
That usually gets most people’s attention.

Do you see yourself as a sort of missionary, spreading the word of 
the Dodgers throughout the land? Most definitely. I was joking with my 
girlfriend the other day that I’ve turned all the girls I’ve dated in the past into 
Dodgers fans. So in addition to the tattoos, I’ve helped build their fan base, 
one girl at a time. 

True Blue is filled with Dodgers memorabilia, including jerseys, balls, 
bats, and more. Is your shop a Dodger church? I look at the shop more 
as a YMCA because we’ve got some kids coming by who aren’t even getting 
tattoos. They just come by to hang out and talk about the Dodgers and watch 
the games with us.

Have you ever tattooed a Dodger? One of the coolest things I did was I got 
to tattoo Matt Kemp. He dropped in after a game, and I tattooed his mother’s 
name in script on his wrist. He wants to get more ink, but he’s going to have to 
wait until after the season. It’s probably not a good idea to be sliding around 
when you’ve got a brand new sleeve. There’s also a rumor Manny Ramirez 
might be coming in.

What would a tattoo of Manny being Manny look like? The other day I, 

saw a shirt with a picture of Bob Marley superimposed with Manny’s face, and 
it just said “Legend.” I think that would work for Manny.

Are there any tattoos you would refuse to give anyone? There are al-
ways things that I won’t do. Like, if a kid with no tattoos wants something on 
his face or if someone wants a swastika. But as far as baseball tattoos go…if 
someone came in and asked for a [San Francisco] Giants logo, I would be like, 
“Look around you. Why are you coming in here?”
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From top: Greg Jones, tattoo by Mike Parenti 
from In Your Face Tattooz; Rob Silva, tattoo by 
Joe Capobianco from Hope Gallery;  Anonymous, 
tattoo by Bob Maness from Harry’s Tattoo.

    Kevin McCarthy Jr.
Washington Redskins Fan, Germantown, MD 

Tell me about your Redskin tattoos. I have three Redskins Super Bowl MVP autographs on my arm 
and 20 names of Redskins Hall of Famers in sequential order down my back as well as three helmets. 

For the autographs, did you have the players sign your arm? No. I had them sign a sheet of note-
book paper. I took that to the tattoo artist and they transferred it over.

Are you the world’s biggest Redskin fan? Yes, I am. But I would also like to point out that I’m a pio-
neer. Instead of getting the normal tattoos of skulls and dragons, I thought out of the norm. So I said, “Hey, 
I’ll get a Redskins tattoo.” Now I’m seeing more people than ever getting Redskins tattoos after seeing 
mine. I planted the seed in the minds of fans who were eager to do something more for their team.

How do you feel about the Hogettes, those guys who put on dresses and pig snouts to show 
off their love of the Redskins? I like them a lot. Their dedication to the game is something no one ever 
thought of before. They stuck with it, and it wasn’t a fad. I’m not going to say I’m a bigger fan than they are, 
but I’ve gone through 25 hours of pain, while they are wearing dresses.

Would you ever get a tattoo of Daniel Snyder, the hated Redskins owner? No. He might sell the 
team, and that would be like having a girlfriend’s name tattooed on your body after you’ve broken up.

Do you have any regrets about these tattoos? No, that’s why I plan for so long before I get them. Actu-
ally, the only regret I have is that my back isn’t long enough to continue the Redskins Hall of Fame roster. 

We’ve heard that you have a special shirt to show off your back tattoos. How does it work?  
I figured I spent all this money to show off my team, so I took a Redskins T-shirt, cut out a big rectangle in 
the back so I could go to a game and show off all my back tattoos. Then I added three Redskins-colored 
buttons so if I ever go into a restaurant with the shirt I can button it up and not offend anyone or break the 
“No shoes, no shirt, no service” law.

reader
hall of fame
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“I just want to be who I am, and I’m 
not just your typical all-American-

swimmer type of girl.”
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“Swimmers party hard, probably    
 harder than any other sport.”

so no one really expected her to win a medal. But Beard 
earned a bronze in the 200-meter breaststroke in Sydney. 
“That Olympics was a little bit different for me,” she says. 
“I was still a teenager, but I was starting to think, You know, 
I could maybe make a career of this.”

She went off to the University of Arizona, where she 
won an individual NCAA Division I championship in 2001. 
Then, at the 2003 World Championships in Barcelona, 
she broke the world record for the 200-meter breast-
stroke and was thrust back into the spotlight. 

The swimmer America was reintroduced to in 2003 was 
very different from the gawky 14-year-old with the teddy 
bear they’d ed over seven years before. She’d grown 
into her huge smile, and some curves had appeared on 
her 5 foot 8 inch’ frame. With her full lips, blue eyes, and 
high forehead, more than a few people commented on her 
resemblance to another bad girl, Angelina Jolie. 

Beard made the most of her newfound sex-symbol status, 
posing for a revealing spread in  magazine that rankled 
USA Swimming. “After that, I had a lot of people hating,” 
Beard remembers. “They were saying, ‘Oh, you’re a woman 
and you’re an athlete and you should be holding yourself to 
higher standards.’ But I didn’t see a problem with it at all. It’s 
not like I was forcing people to buy the magazine.” 

But many people did. And with millions of Americans 
watching (including more than a few men who had prob-
ably never seen a swim race before), Beard swam her way 
onto the 2004 Olympic team and headed off to Athens 
to compete. With four Olympic medals to her name, she 
didn’t have to prove anything. But she says she really 
wanted to win gold. “I was just like, Gosh, I know I can do 
this. I am at the best physical shape that I could possibly 
be, and I’m sitting here thinking, Why can I not bring home 
a gold medal in this event?” She put a lot of pressure on 
herself in the weeks leading up to the 2004 Olympics, 
and it paid off. She won gold in her signature event, the 
200-meter breaststroke, and she picked up two more sil-
ver medals in the relays. “It was this huge relief,” she says. 
And she and the other swimmers celebrated accordingly. 

“Everyone had been cooped up, stressed out of their 
minds for the last year, and people went crazy. I think they 
gave us a curfew of, like, 6 a.m. because they basically 
just wanted to make sure were still alive in the mornings,” 
she says, laughing. “We have a really dull sport, where we 
stare at the bottom of the pool …. So when we get to go 
out and, uh, socialize, we’re pretty crazy. Swimmers party 
hard, probably harder than any other sport.”

The fun continued after the Olympics, too. “After I got 
the gold, it was like, okay, now I can continue with my life,” 
she says. She picked up a few new hobbies, including 
snowboarding, surfing, and riding street bikes. She also 
picked up more tattoos. “Oh man, I don’t remember most 
of them. There’s a star on the back of my calf that means 
nothing—it’s just swirly colors. I have three stars on my 
lower back, they have the letters A, T, and L in them, which 
stands for Amanda and Taryn and Leah, my sisters. I also 
have the name Ray tattooed on my leg. It’s my middle 

name, my dad’s middle name, and my grandpa’s name.”
Most of that ink was on display in 2007 when Beard did 

a photo shoot for —something that annoyed USA 
Swimming once again. Executive Director Chuck Wielgus 
said that he thought the spread wasn’t an “appropriate 
portrayal of our sport.” But Beard disagrees. “Swimming 
only gets recognition once every four years, when the 
Olympics come around. For me to get swimming out there 
in any way that I can, even if it happens to be … I 
don’t think it’s such a bad thing.” Even if she was surprised 
by the negative response, she wasn’t bothered. “I get a 
crackup out of pissing other people off,” she says, laugh-
ing. “I kind of got a kick out of it.”

It’s obvious Beard likes being in the spotlight almost as 
much as she likes swimming. After the  spread, 
she continued doing television reporting gigs for shows 
like . She also became 
a spokeswoman for GoDaddy.com, did some promotional 
work for the charity WildAid, and picked up another tat-
too. “It takes up the whole back of my calf. It’s three big ol’ 
snowflakes kind of falling down my leg. I got that done by 
Hannah on .”

Although she continued to train regularly, Beard was far 
from anyone’s mind early this year when swimmers began 
gearing up for the 2008 Olympics. So it was a surprise to 
everyone when she switched coaches two months before 
the trials and declared that she was training to make the 
Olympic team. “I didn’t feel like I had much to prove to 
anybody, but I wanted to swim purely for the fun and en-
joyment,” she says of the decision.

In early July, Beard swam in the Olympic trials and sur-
prised everyone once again by making the team with a 
second-place finish in the 200-meter breaststroke. Later 
that month, her fellow swimmers elected her to be a team 
captain. “I was really proud they gave me the honor,” she 
says. “But it wasn’t easy. When you are captain, you kind 
of have to be the bitch. You have to make sure everyone’s 
keeping in line. So it’s kind of tough.”

Beard tried to stay focused on her own swimming, but 
despite all her preparation, she didn’t race well in Beijing. 
Her 200-meter breaststroke was more than 2 seconds 
slower than the time she posted in trials, and she didn’t 
make it to the semifinals. “I was surprised to even be there. 
I felt like I prepared myself as best as possible, but I didn’t 
have it in me at that time and that moment,” she says of 
her race. “After my swim, I cried and was bummed out. But 
I had to put on a brave face because I had to be there to 
support the team and just enjoy watching the swimming.” 

So she sat in the stands, cheered on her teammates, 
and watched, just like the rest of us back home, as 
Phelps won his races. But, always the rebel, she man-
aged to create a little controversy before she left Beijing. 
“In China, they really trip out on a girl walking around 
with a tattoo. So I would go outside with shorts on and 
people would stop and stare at me,” she says, laughing. 
“I just want to be who I am, and I’m not just your typical 
all-American swimmer-type of girl.” 
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THE BIRTH
Brian Deegan, founding member of Metal Mulisha: I grew up in Omaha, 
racing dirt bikes since the age of 10. I raced through the amateur circuits and 
won championships. I ended up going out to California when I graduated high 
school. I told my dad, “Give me a year to give it a shot. If not, I’ll go to college.” I 
ended up getting a deal with a race team and won the Los Angeles Supercross. 
I ghost rode my bike across the finish line and threw up the middle finger. I had 
a bad attitude, and I couldn’t get much help because I was kind of a punk, you 
know? I walked away from the sport and started the sport of freestyle moto-
cross around 1997 with Mike Metzger, Travis Pastrana, and all of those guys.

Larry Linkogle, founding member of Metal Mulisha: Supercross is con-
trolled by the grips of corporations. The corporate claws. You can’t do this, 
the only way you’re going to get into this is if you know this person…you know 

how the politics are. And the politics of that sport 
just drove me so bananas that I couldn’t take it. I 
always rebelled against the politics, so I always got 
the worst equipment, I always got the worst gate 
pick, always got the worst of everything from the 
corporations because, here I am, I’m the rebel.

Deegan: There were too many rules. They wanted 
you to look a certain way, very clean cut. And we 
were more into colored hair, tattoos, and piercings. 
We were ahead of our time.

Linkogle: Motocross corporations wanted the 
golden child—the guy that holds an energy drink 
in the air and walks around with 10 million embroi-
deries on his collared shirt like NASCAR. Here I 
am wearing a GG Allin shirt, cutoff Dickies, and 
mismatched socks. 

Deegan: Our deal was that we’re just riders. We’re 
going to ride our bikes, and we don’t need spon-
sored gear. Freestyle motocross was all about 
personality and individualism. I built my own per-
sonality on being the bad-boy rebel, the guy who 
showed up wearing all black with no sponsors, 
just big plastic spikes coming off my shoulders like 
GWAR. Went out and did heavy metal and death 
metal and just set a standard that was we were the 
rebel gang of dirt bikers. 

Linkogle: That’s how Metal Mulisha started. My 
friend Nathan Fletcher, the pro surfer, and I decided 
to make up a name and start all of this propaganda. 
We were both huge Metallica fans, and Nathan 
came up with the name Metal Militia after the song. 
I was like, “Hell, yeah, dude. But let’s spell it wrong.” 
I don’t like the way “militia” looks, so we spelled it 
like it sounds. That way, it really makes it look like 
we don’t give a fuck. The whole thing with Metal 
Mulisha was that it was nothing. It meant nothing. 

Mike Metzger, freestyle motocross cham-
pion and Metal Mulisha contemporary: Larry 
and Nathan, probably in a drunken stupor, started 
writing Metal Mulisha all over the place with Sharp-
ie markers.

Linkogle: We’d scribble it on our bikes. We’d make 
stencils. We’d spraypaint it on everything. People 

would ask, “What’s Metal Mulisha?” And the response was, Metal Mulisha is 
nothing, but someday it’s going to be something.

Deegan: Larry and I started writing Metal Mulisha on our bikes and helmets 
with marker. We wore all black and just ran with the whole image and attitude, 
but we backed it up by winning events. 

Linkogle: Nathan took off to pursue his surfing career. Brian Deegan and 
I started hanging out a lot, and we became really close friends. Brian really 
grasped on to a lot of talented riders and got them to join our crew. 

Deegan: I met Ronnie Faisst racing motocross back East. He was all tatted 
up and just seemed to fit the image. We got along—he was over the racing 
scene, too.

Metal Mulisha 
founder Larry 
Linkogle.
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Ronnie Faisst, early member of the Metal 
Mulisha: I moved in with Deegan, into this little 
house. Neither of us was making any type of living, 
so we had no furniture, just a TV sitting on a milk 
crate. I guess I was in the Mulisha right off the bat 
because I was his roommate.

Deegan: We built the first jump park ever on Larry’s 
property, and only Mulisha guys were allowed to 
ride it. People were tripping.

Linkogle: It was pretty much “Fuck racing.” All I 
want to do is hit the jumps anyway. So we ‘dozed my 
course and turned it into a gigantic freestyle course. 
That was the first-ever freestyle course. It was like a 
giant skate park for dirt bikes. This was unheard of. 
People were like, What the hell is going on?

Faisst: We built another one on some land we rent-
ed at the local motocross track. We fenced it off and 
put up big signs saying “Metal Mulisha Only — No 
Trespassers.” People got so pissed. It even listed 
guys by name that weren’t allowed to ride. Metzger 
was on the list. Brian and Larry always did stuff like 
that just to get under people’s skins.

Deegan: We met Twitch at one of the first-ever 
freestyle events. He was cussing out of the middle 
of nowhere during a riders’ meeting, and I was like, 
“This guy is sweet.” 

Faisst: He just stood out right when we saw him—
just a tattooed, scrawny kid with the worst mouth. 
Everyone that got into our group, they were out-
casts. People who didn’t fit in. It’s almost like the 
more jacked-up you were, the better chance you 
had of being in our crew. Twitch was perfect be-
cause he was just this white-trash bad mouth from 
San Diego who told everyone to F off. He used to 
flip everyone off. He was just a punk. Right when we 
saw him, we were like, This guy is in for sure. 

Jeremy “Twitch” Stenberg, member of the 
Metal Mulisha [speaking to Fuel.tv]: I have 
Tourette’s. I got diagnosed when I was about 5 
years old. The government used to think I was re-
tarded. They used to pay me, like, a couple of grand 
a month until I turned 18.

Deegan: We nicknamed him “Twitch.”

THE BLOWUP
Deegan: In ’99, freestyle became part of the X Games and we just launched. 
We were on TV, and they were portraying us as the bad asses. It was good 
versus evil. Travis Pastrana versus Metal Mulisha.

Phil Orlins, coordinating producer, X Games: It wasn’t a hard story to 
tell. Brian and the guys were willing to play the role. How much of it was real 
and how much of it was an image we were happy to help them cultivate? Like 
everything, it was probably a mix of a little fact and a little fiction.

Linkogle: Brian and I worked really well together as a team. We’d work off 
each other to come up with ways to shock people. In interviews, we’d say 

the most shocking things we could think of to piss people off. We’d talk 
about launching our bikes into the crowd to see how many people we could 
decapitate. Anything to piss off the promoters and the industry. I looked at 
them as a bunch of tight-spandexed, rollerblading ten-speeders. They’ve 
never even thrown their leg over a motorcycle. Here they are telling me how 
to run my sport that I created. It made me sick. I hated these people with a 
passion. I didn’t care about the money. I just wanted these people out. 

Faisst: Most of us were heavily tatted with shaved heads, and everyone 
wore black. Plus, there were no teams back then, so you could pick us out 
in a crowd anywhere.

Orlins: They had a different aura about them that wasn’t exactly in line with the 
rest of the X Games. There’s a tendency with the X Games for everyone to be in 

Freestyle 
motorcross 

champion Mike 
Metzger.
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it like brothers and to be happy for each other and to be in it for the progression 
of the sport. There’s nothing wrong with that. That’s how action sports have 
differentiated themselves from mainstream sports. But then the Mulisha came 
around, and suddenly it was okay to win. It was okay to kick some butt. They 
brought a competitive edge to X Games that was important.

Linkogle: The motocross scene was really knocking on freestyle. You know, 
“These are a bunch of degenerates trying to ruin our sport; this is fly by night; 
it’s gonna go nowhere.” It really just fueled the rebellion. Suddenly I’m getting 
all of this exposure. I’m getting magazine covers. And I’m getting this and that. 
Now these people want to start giving me stuff: “What can we do for you, 
Larry? How can we help you, Larry?” Just three months ago, you guys fired me, 
and now you want to help me? Fuck you. 

Deegan: It basically went from the anti-establishment thing into the X Games. 
Then companies wanted to endorse us. People were throwing big money at 
us. We started getting sponsors that fit our image and that started turning it 
into a lot of money. The first year I made over 100 grand, I was tripping. That 
was back in ’98, ’99. Our sponsors grew from there. Making over half a mil-
lion a year in sponsorships was sick. It just comes in your mailbox and you’re 
fucking stoked. 

THE INK
Deegan: When freestyle started out, all the OG dudes were covered in tat-
toos. I have a sleeve on my left arm, and both legs and my back are pretty much 
covered. My right arm is the only body part left. My favorite is the first one I got, 
which is my name on my lower back. I had it done at Soul Expressions in Temec-
ula, CA. It took fours hours, which was when I realized, “Fuck, tattoos hurt.”

Faisst: I’m covered. All I have left is to tie my inner left thigh and butt cheek into 
my back. Then, once I do my ribs, I’ll have a full suit. I grew up in a dojo since 
the age of 5, so pretty much all of my tattoos are Asian-inspired except for the 
portrait of Jesus and Mary on my hands and a cross on my back. Metzger did 
my whole right arm when I first got to California. He’s also a tattoo artist.

Metzger: Anyone I’d run into at races, I’d tattoo them right in the back of their 
van. Ronnie Faisst’s arm is definitely one my favorite tattoos I’ve ever done. I did 
a Buddha, a geisha girl, and some clouds and flowers in the background. 

Linkogle: It’s not mandatory, but pretty much 90 percent of our guys have 
Mulisha tattoos. It’s like getting your family crest. I’ve got at least 10 M’s on 
me. I’ve got two giant ones blasted on my chest and “Metal Mulisha” across my 
back. I’ve also got tons of skulls, gargoyles, and Nordic Viking stuff. My first-
ever tattoo was the demon on my head. I just went for it. That’s my alter ego, I 
guess. It’s the side of my personality that makes me sketch out and do stupid 
things—the side I try to keep under wraps. I try to keep hair on him nowadays 
because when I shave my head, I kind of lose my marbles.

Deegan: In the early ’90s, the style  to have a shaved head, so we all had 
them. I really think because of that and because of the music we listened to and  
because of some of the people who associated themselves with us, people 
picked up the racist thing to try to point fingers at us and make us look bad. We 
didn’t really care. We ignored it, and eventually we squashed it.

Twitch [speaking to ]: People tell me, “You have ‘WHITE BOY’ on your 
knuckles, that must mean you’re racist.” Um, that’s what I am—I’m a white boy. 
I’m tired of hearing that. I’ve worked so hard to get away from that. It’s the 
complete opposite of who I am.

Faisst: Just because I have tattoos and a shaved head, I’m a racist? You 
ever seen a white supremacist tattoo himself with Asian art? They don’t tat-
too other cultures on themselves. Spend one day with me. I’m the furthest 
thing from a racist.

THE DECADENCE
Deegan: I ended up buying a piece-of-shit house next door to Larry. We moved 
the jump park there, and it became the party house. I had all my buddies living 
there, and we just went nuts: Chicks, fires, guns, and parties every night and just 
ripping on dirt bikes by day.

Faisst: There was definitely drinking and drug use, for sure.

Linkogle: Lots of fire, lots of explosions, lots of gas. Good old fun.

Deegan: Here I am, this kid from Nebraska who was a nobody in high school. I 
come to California, and I’m like, “Whoa. I can get paid to ride a dirt bike and basi-
cally just party and get mad-hot chicks. This is sick.”

Faisst: It was pretty crazy back then. It was constantly packed with young girls 
who were pumped on guys who rode motocross. I remember one time, this chick 
passed out and someone put sunglasses on her and a spoon in her mouth. They 
posed her throwing the West Side sign and took pictures. I don’t know what the 
point of it was, but it was funny.

Deegan: Once we took some chick’s keys and aired her car off of all these bike 
jumps. Then we just put it back in its parking spot with all of the fallen-off parts 
resting around it as if nothing had happened. We also had the riot police come 
up once after we were shooting off machine guns—I guess they wanted to make 
sure no one was dead.

Metzger: I could see that hanging out with Larry and the other guys would be 
troublesome, and I don’t like to find myself in trouble. Larry especially likes to do 
things just for shock value. I decided I needed to separate myself from their antics 
because they weren’t looking at freestyle motocross as a sport anymore. They 
were treating it more like WWF wrestling. It was a joke. 

THE BLOOD
Faisst: The last couple of years, I’ve taken some crashes. I fractured my wrists 
and separated my shoulder in August ’06. I came back from that and tore my 
ACL. Then I broke my foot. So it’s been back-to-back injuries.

Twitch [speaking to ]: I suffered compound fractures to my tibia and fibula 
and the talus in my right ankle. I was in a wheelchair for three and a half months, 
then a cane for about a month.

Deegan: I crashed at Winter X Games and broke both of my wrists. It sucked 
having two broken arms—my chick had to wipe my ass for me. In ’05, I was flip-
ping on , crashed, and blew up my kidney and spleen.

Bam Margera, pro skateboarder, Jackass star, and friend of the Metal 
Mulisha: We had skate ramps and all of these big piles of dirt we’d made into 
jumps. GWAR was playing in the middle of all of this, and I was ollying over the 
band. The Mulisha guys were jumping over the band and me. Deegan tried for 
a backflip, but the wind blew him sideways, and he landed crooked. His whole 
stomach cut open. He couldn’t move at all. Everyone had to pick him up and put 
him in the ambulance. He told Ronnie he was going to die right then and there.

Linkogle: I had a handlebar stick through my stomach and rip my intestines out. I 
lost a foot of intestine and a spleen on that one. I had to go to the hospital holding 
my guts and trying to push them back in as we’re going 90 to the ER. Ever felt you 
own guts? It’s not a cool feeling. Then I was asked to be Vin Diesel’s stunt double 
on the movie . I was supposed to jump this big exploding cocaine truck with 
a helicopter following me. I shoot up 75 feet in the air, and suddenly I see the 
bubble of the Huey helicopter. I’m like, “Fuck, I hope this guy doesn’t hit me.” Next 
thing I know—BOOM—the loudest screech I could ever imagine. I wound up rip-
ping the fontal lobe of my brain from the skull, which left me with permanent brain 
damage. I really sizzled my noodle.
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THE DIVIDE
Linkogle: Brian definitely saw a lot more potential in the business side of 
the Mulisha. But when we decided to turn it into a business is when it got 
a little weird.

Metzger: The guy who actually started Metal Mulisha is Larry Linkogle. Then 
Brian Deegan got his hands involved in the company, and next thing you know, 
Brian and Larry are equal partners. I’ve been there. I’ve seen them fight about it.

Deegan: Basically, I got sick of being a screwup. I ended up having a kid and I 
needed to clean up my act. As a dad, I needed to start putting money away and 
start thinking about the future. Instead of just a name, I wanted to build Metal 
Mulisha into something that made money.

Linkogle: One day I get a call out of the blue from Brian, this guy who is sup-
posedly my best friend. He tells me to come over so we can re-sign our LLC to 
protect us. What he was really trying to do was have me sign over my percent-
age of the company. He’s like, “Here’s the bottom line: I’m the one doing the X 
Games, and I don’t see why, if Metal Mulisha gets a check for a million dollars, I 
have to split it with you.”

Deegan: Larry doesn’t really care about winning events or being good on a dirt 
bike anymore. So I had to separate myself from him. In the beginning, I thought 
it was cool to hang out with the guys who don’t give a fuck, but I had to grow up 
a little bit. Larry is his own trip. He’s part-owner of the company, but I don’t really 
talk to him too much anymore. 

Linkogle: Everyone’s got his own version of the story. Brian probably had his 
reasons. I’ll be the first to admit it that I really went off the deep end with drugs 
for a while. So I’m not one to judge. Today, the company is doing great. It’s able 
to support our team of riders like we never could before.

THE PRESENT
Deegan: Two years ago, the company grew so big that I couldn’t ride a 
dirt bike, win events, be a dad, and run a clothing brand all at the same 
time. It was too much, so we licensed Metal Mulisha to a bigger company 
that runs O’Neil and Rusty. They do the manufacturing, and I approve the 
designs. I still run the team—I just don’t do any of the grunt work. Today, 
we’re definitely a multimillion-dollar company. We’ll be battling the bigger 
brands eventually.

Faisst: Deegan got married and had kids. Twitch has kids now, too, and 
everyone is older. No one parties like we used to anymore, but you can’t 
party and compete in our sport anymore—you’d kill yourself. 

Deegan: Once the backflip came into the sport, winning events got a lot 
harder. You can’t backflip hungover.

Faisst: The sport is on a whole new level now, and training is a full-time 
job. You have to go to bed early, wake up early and ride twice a day to 
stay on top. Everyone’s chill now. Back in the day, we used to stick to 
ourselves. Deegan hated everybody. Now we’re cool with everyone.

Deegan: What’s next for the Mulisha is a reality show. We’re doing a pilot 
now, which is a day in my life, hanging out with my buddies, screwing 
around on dirt bikes, and running the company. Hopefully it goes on MTV.

Linkogle: I’m the black sheep of the family. Brian and I don’t get along, 
for obvious reasons, so the Mulisha is divided into two separate little 
entities: Brian’s world and Larry’s world. I’m the underground face of the 
Mulisha. I am the true Mulisha. I’m the beating heart of the real roots of 
the real Mulisha. On the Mulisha blood tree, I’m that bleeding little heart. 
I am the root. 
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Hill and had to change. When B Real tells you 
that you gotta slow down, it’s time to look in the 
mirror, baby. 

Did his talk with you work? I thought maybe 
I should slow down. Baby Ray, a tattooist who I 
looked up to and respected, and Mark Mahoney 
both had an hour conversation with me basically 
telling me, “You deserve a first-class life and to be-
come a real tattooer, but you’re bullshitting. You’re 
barely surviving. You’re fucking loaded 24 hours a 
day. How are you going to learn this art?” It made 
sense. Baby Ray said, “If you make the decision to 
change your life, take direction from me, and sober 
up, I’ll teach you the real art of tattooing.” I said I’d 
do it. We ended up moving to Spotlight Tattoo under 
Bob Roberts, and I worked there for three years. 

Was it surreal to then work with Bob Roberts, 
whom you admired? Oh, yeah. I used to hang out 
at the shop and just be around that shit. So then to 
work there and even have a business card that said 
Spotlight Tattoo on it was a huge honor. At that 
same time, Estevan was traveling and going to all 
these concerts with Cypress Hill since he was tour-
managing them. He was my walking portfolio. He’d 
walk up to other artists and say, “When you come to 
L.A., you got to come see Cartoon so he can hook 
you up.” We used to look for them at their hotels 
and pick them up and bring them to the shop. Next 
thing you know, I was tattooing Redman, Method 

Man, Pharrell Williams. When Eminem walked in, it 
was the turning point for my career. 

What was the first tattoo you did for Eminem? 
I did the mushroom with the skull in it and the 
buildings in the background with some writing. Af-
ter that, I did his daughter’s portrait. I didn’t know 
at that point that every magazine he was on would 
come to me and ask about his tattoos. When I did 
50 Cent’s back, I no longer needed a portfolio. I 
could just tell people I did 50’s back. It was the 
first time you saw a rapper with a full backpiece.

Mena Suvari went big with her piece. Yeah. 
Fuck. A big lion like that. She loves reggae music and 
wanted to do kind of a dedication to that. She’s done 
a couple more since. She don’t play. For a petitie 
woman like that and a big actress, she’s got a lot of 
heart. We get a lot of guys who are like, I’m an actor 
and I don’t want to get tattooed. Shut up. That’s like 
saying, My mom doesn’t want me to get tattooed. No 
shit. Nobody’s mom wants them to get tattoos!

Is it hard to balance the celebrity clients with 
the regular clients? If I just waited for celebrities 
to walk through the door, I’d be tattooing at the 
indoor swap meet or something. My business sur-
vives off of hard-working, blue-collar characters 
who want something good. But celebrities get me 
free press. It gets me a regular guy who wants to 
go where DJ Premier got his tattoos.  

How do you view tattoo TV shows like Miami 
Ink and LA Ink? I look at it as a positive. I turned 
them down when they came to me because it didn’t 
fit me. I think it fits Kat Von D. She’s a woman. She’s 
sexy. She can do that shit. I think tattooing is a very 
small community, and the other 95 percent of the 
world have never even seen a tattoo being done start 
to finish. Also, I’m the guy with no sign or nothing, but 
I have deals with people like T-Mobile and Nike. I’m a 
go-getter. It makes it easier to pitch Coca-Cola about 
tattooing when they’ve seen it on TV. It’s not seen as 
this low-down, dirty, dope-scene, stripper, scumbag, 
biker, prison shit. That’s their image of tattooing. 

You and Estevan recently opened Last Laugh, a 
retail store in L.A. What is the shop all about? 
Last Laugh is an apparel store, and we sell 1930s 
pedal cards for kids. We buy them at swap meets, 
slam them to the floor, and give them candy paint. 
We have it set up so I can tattoo at the store. My 
other tattoo studio is private. There’s no phone. No 
sign. But if you’re timing is right, you might catch me 
tattooing at the store. I’m fired up about it. 

Did you ever think tattooing would take you 
this far? If you had told me when I was a kid that this 
shit would be going down, I would have argued with 
you. If you had told me to write my future down on a 
piece of paper, I would have sold myself short. I got 
to give to God for a lot of this shit. ’Cause if you leave 
it to me, I’ll fuck it all up. –Jason Buhrmester
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inked scene | SPOT

When tattoo veterans Brad Fink and Mark An-
drews decided to open Iron Age Tattoo in 1994, they 
modeled the new shop after a place most people 
hate—the dentist. 

“When we opened, there were only nine shops in 
the St. Louis area, and they were all older and din-
gier,” Andrews explains over the sound of music and 
buzzing needles. “We wanted something clean and 
modern. It seems obvious now, but very few shops 
were going for that look back then.”

Andrews and Fink set up Iron Age on Missouri’s 
hippest street, the Delmar Loop, and the shop’s ap-
proach and crew of skilled artists have helped them 
stay at the forefront of the St. Louis scene, even 
as competition has exploded around them over the 
past decade and a half. “I haven’t even counted this 
year, but there were more than 30 shops last year,” 

Andrews syas. “Tattoo imagery is used everywhere 
now. I’m sure its popularity will wax and wane, but 
tattoos are embedded in our society now. It’s not 
quite as fringe.” To keep up with the shop’s popular-
ity, Iron Age, which started with just four artists in a 
700-square-foot space, now employs 15 tattooists 
in a 1,800-foot set-up that’s almost always full, es-
pecially on weekends. 

Fink witnessed this evolution of tattooing fi rst-
hand. The veteran tattooer got started when he 
was in high school, doing work on local kids in the 
kitchen of his St. Louis home. Over the past two 
decades he has seen a lot about tattooing change, 
especially in his home city. “Years ago I used to 
have to convince people to get shit,” Fink explains. 
“I would do larger tattoos for next to nothing just to 
get to do it. Now, people are really educated. I don’t 
have to convince anyone to get the big, fun stuff.”

Although known for his large-scale, Japanese-
inspired work, Fink doesn’t have to be convinced to 
change up styles. “To this day I‘ll still do tribal arm-
bands, or quarter-sized hearts,” Fink says sincerely. 
“A lot of these people that I tattooed 20 years ago still 
want me to tattoo them again, and I respect that.”

Fink also co-owns two shops on New York City’s 
ink-soaked Lower East Side, Daredevil and Fun City. 
He says the differences between the New York and 

St. Louis scenes have faded over time, they haven’t 
vanished completely. “St. Louis is much more of a 
walk-in-type situation. Most customers in New York 
come in with a defi nite idea and intention. Here, a lot 
of people just come in to pick something off the wall. 
They just want to get tattooed.”

To accommodate the walk-in mentality in St. Lou-
is, the Iron Age staff works walk-in only on Saturdays 
and Sundays. “It’s good for the customers,” Andrews 
explains, “because they can walk in knowing they’re 
going to get good work from an Iron Age artist.” 

A weekend of walk-in customers means artists 
have to be prepared to tattoo anything on anyone. 
“We tattoo everybody,” Andrews says. “We don’t 
cater to the cool tattoo guy over the middle-aged 
mom who’s coming in to get a piercing. 

Andrews, who has all but stopped tattooing to 
focus more on the business side, knows that Iron 
Age’s atmosphere is part of the shop’s success 
and doesn’t worry about tattoo culture selling its 
soul just yet. “There’s still a guild or even a family-
like feel with artists,” Andrews says. “A person who 
just one day says, ‘I think I’ll open a tattoo shop’ is 
going to have a really hard time getting artists to 
work for him. Tattooing has come a long way, but I 
don’t think the world is ready for the Starbucks of 
tattoos.” —Stan Horaczek

IRON AGE
 TATTOO
6309 Delmar, St. Louis, MO
314-725-1499
ironagetattoo.com

photos by DOUGLAS GARFIELD

Back row, left to right: Sean Baltzell, Darren Ashbaugh, Jeremy Barber, 
Cristina Indelicato, Joe Cumbee, Lonnie Mann, Kerry Soraci, Jeff Durham, 
Joseph Reincke, Scott Foppe, Josh (Chappy) Chapman. Front row, left 
to right: Andy May, John Schaberg, Mark Andrews, Brad Fink, Anne 
Schwegmann, Kyle Markiewicz, Timmy (Baby Huey) Thornton.
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SHOP TALK

NAME:  Gabrielle 

SHOP ASSISTANT AT: Timmy Tattoo, Huntington, New York

I couldn’t get a job to save my life when I moved back to New York from 
Miami. It’s not easy for a woman with a lot of tattoos to find a new career 
at 29, unless I wanted to waitress or work in retail. I lucked out at the shop. 

One woman asked me if tattoos hurt more than liposuction. Another one 
said a psychic told her she was going to die from the ink if she got tattooed. 
I told her there was only one way to find out.

I made an easy $100 when one of the tattoo artists bought a taser gun.  
Everyone in the shop put in 20 bucks to watch me get tasered. It didn’t hurt 
that bad. No one thought I would do it. Suckers!
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Many say that you have to get a “custom” tat-
too, but they probably couldn’t give you a straight 
answer as to what exactly that is. Custom tattoos 
are only one approach to getting inked, but the 
process can result in a completely original de-
sign, often using several pieces of tattoo-friendly 
artwork as reference. The process allows you to 
either flaunt your own creativity or collaborate with 
an artistically skilled tattooist by sharing some cre-
ative control. Either way, the Custom approach 
gives you more artistic options and allows for more 
creativity in developing your perfect tattoo design.

The first step in the Custom tattoo approach is 
fleshing out that mental image of your perfect tat-
too. What exactly do you want and how will you 
create it? If you’re artistically inclined you might 

draft something up yourself. But will your master-
piece translate well to skin? If you’re not familiar 
with the rules of creating tattoo-friendly artwork, 
it’s a good idea to get your tattooist involved in 
an artistic collaboration. Skilled in creating and 
working with tattoo-friendly artwork, they can 
help you successfully combine different design 
references, draw in new elements and consult 
with you on what will work best in the transfer 
from paper to skin. 

TATTOO-FRIENDLY FOUNDATIONS
“You have an image in your head and I need 

to get it out and put it on paper,” says Rachael 
Bardach, co-owner of Main Street Tattoo in Long-
mont, Colo. “For me to do this, I’m going to need 
some information. When you say ‘dragon’ do you 
mean oriental, medieval or fantasy? Does it have 
scales or is it smooth? Evil or good? Is there some 
type of background, like a castle, or any style ele-
ments, like tribal or Asian-inspired design? And 
how big do you want the dragon, so I know how 
much detail we can have? If you can find some 
visual examples of things you like — or even dis-
like — it’s going to help me create something on 
paper that reflects what you really want.”

Most people will have a vague mental image 
of their tattoo design. The trick is to get that idea 
first onto paper, then onto skin. But your idea of 

the perfect dragon (rose, dolphin, skull, etc.) can 
be hard for your tattooist to create from just a 
verbal description. The Custom tattoo approach 
is really a balance of creative control between 
you and your tattooist; if you aren’t prepared to 
provide creative input, your tattooist will have to 
take greater control of the design process. And, 
depending on their artistic skill and ability to con-
nect with your vision, you may or may not end up 
with the tattoo you had in mind. If you prepare 
design references for your Custom collaboration, 
you can avoid going rounds trying to verbalize 
your perfect design idea. Instead, you can find 
and provide your tattooist with tattoo-friendly art-
work that accurately reflects “parts” of the vision 
you have in your mind and ultimately want on your 
skin. Visual references will help simplify the de-
sign development process and may improve your 
creative connection with your tattooist. 

On the other hand, depending on your comfort 
level and experience with your tattooist’s artistic 
skill, you may choose to give most of your cre-
ative control over to them – leaving it up to the 
tattooist to draw from their own resources and 
reference for your design. But will their tastes 
match yours? They might create something they 
prefer artistically or, then again, something that’s 
easy and quick to sketch out. In that case, the 
wings that they add to your dragon might be the 

Custom TatTools: How to get the tattoo you want
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S P E C I A L S E C T I O N

Visit us online for over 24,000 
tattoo-friendly designs and take 
15% off your next TattooFinder.
com purchase! Discount Code: 

inked1108

Every tattooist and flash artist approach-

es their craft differently, so the more you 

know about the tattoo process, the better 

the chances of leaving your next ink ses-

sion with a piece of artwork you’re really 

excited about. TattooFinder.com has devel-

oped a framework of three approaches to 

getting tattooed — Personalized, Custom 

and Couture — and each give different lev-

els of creative control and design flexibility. 

The choice you make between them will 

also help determine the amount of creative 

time and energy — not to mention money — 

you’ll invest in your new ink. 

PERSONALIZED TATTOOS

If you’re interested in a tattoo, you likely 

have some idea in your mind of what it’s go-

ing to look like. Maybe you’ve searched the 

TattooFinder.com database, found the per-

fect piece of tattoo-friendly artwork and it’s 

exactly what you’ve been looking for. Or it 

could still be out there, waiting to jump out 

and ignite your next tattoo “ah ha!” moment. 

In both cases, getting tattooed is really about 

connecting with an image or an idea and 

wanting to make it permanent. The Personal-

ized tattoo approach centers on that one im-

age or design reference you think is awesome 

and the options you have to individualize it.

Personalized tattoos may involve slight 

modifications that, although minor to the 

original design, may make your tattoo feel 

more unique to you. Would you change the 

coloring? Make the lines thicker or finer? 

This approach gives you the creative con-

trol in finding a design that suits you and, if 

you’d like, altering it. The Personalized tat-

too approach gives you control in the design 

process, allowing you to find a great tattoo 

design and tweak it to best fit your vision.

CUSTOM TATTOOS

By choosing to go Custom, you can tap 

into your creativity (or the creativity of an 

artistically skilled tattooist) and put togeth-

er an original image that rings true to your 

exact vision. This approach will often give 

you more options, as well; especially if you 

have several different tattoo references that 

you’d like to incorporate into one design.

So how will you go about drafting up this 

perfect tattoo design of yours? If you’re not 

familiar with the rules of creating tattoo-

friendly artwork, it’s likely that the design 

process will involve some collaboration with 

your tattooist. Whether they draw in a new 

element to your design or combine several 

different pieces of artwork, it’s important 

that they have a good idea of what your 

ultimate design goal is. It’s best to commu-

nicate that visually, using several different 

tattoo-friendly design references that accu-

rately reflect the idea you have in mind and 

ultimately want on your skin. Starting with 

good references is the key to creating a per-

fect custom tattoo design and, potentially, 

saving time and money in the process.

COUTURE TATTOOS

Couture tattoos aren’t for the faint of 

heart and won’t accommodate tight strings 

on the pocketbook, but they often result in 

some of the most inspired work from tal-

ented and artistically minded tattooists. 

Like the name implies, these are highly spe-

cialized and often very expensive, with the 

tattooist inking the image “freehand” onto 

the body with either no stencil at all or from 

a sketch they make on the skin. The design 

reference can be, depending on the Couture 

tattooist, almost entirely based on their vi-

sion and artistic skill. It might mean decid-

ing to “hand over” your skin as a permanent 

canvas, like a museum collecting the best 

and most groundbreaking examples of art. 

While some tattooists see the Couture 

approach as an opportunity for ultimate 

artistic freedom, others see it as a method 

for an in-depth creative process with their 

clients that involve multiple consultation 

sessions and an opportunity for highly in-

teractive collaboration. The goal is to un-

derstand their client’s tattoo vision and 

translate that to skin through the tattoo-

ist’s personal artistic style. 

If you’re thinking about a Couture tattoo, 

then it’s important for you to have a clear 

understanding of what a particular tattooist 

is capable of and the types of genres they 

work in. You should also be prepared to pay 

top dollar for these types of services.

Think Before You Ink: Three 
Approaches to Getting Tattooed

same wings they’ve added to dozens of tattoos 
previously. You should remember that tattooists 
often won’t charge for consultation or draw-
ing time (though some do) and they won’t start 
getting paid for their work until they’re putting a 
needle to skin. That doesn’t mean that they won’t 
want to be a part of your Custom collaboration, 
but your tattooist may try to keep that time short. 
You can reserve a lot of creative control in your 
customization process by choosing all of your 
own design references. 

However you decide to approach your Custom 
tattoo process, keep in mind that not all design 
reference is tattoo-friendly. Tattooists will often 
get a variety of visual references, including im-
ages their client drew themselves, photos printed 
from the Internet and library books full of artwork 
— not all of which can be recreated exactly onto 
skin or hold up well as a tattoo over time. Your 
most reliable design references will be artwork 
that’s created by an experienced flash artist, spe-
cifically intended to be tattooed and includes a 
stencil for easy application. TattooFinder.com is 
the leading online resource for tattoo-friendly de-
signs, with more than 24,000 pieces of artwork 
in their collection.

OWN IT: YOUR PERFECT CUSTOM TATTOO
While no two tattoos are exactly the same, the 

Custom approach virtually insures that no one 
else will have a tattoo like yours. Of all design 
methods, this offers the most flexibility, allowing 
you to take on most of the artistic design devel-
opment yourself or give varying levels of creative 
control to your tattooist. Through the custom ap-
proach, you don’t have to find one “perfect de-
sign,” but instead rework and combine reference 
from multiple design sources to create your own. 
Empowering yourself in the design process won’t 
just streamline your tattoo experience and, po-
tentially, keep the reigns on your budget; going 
Custom will help ensure that your own vision is 
realized and that you leave the shop chair with 
your perfect tattoo.
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